
  

Children’s   House   Guide   Job   Posting   
  

Title:   Children’s   Guide   Director   
Posting   Date: May   10,   2021   (Application   review   begins   May   26,   2021)   
Closing   Date: Applications   will   be   accepted   until   the   position   is   filled   
Position   Begins: August   20,   2021     
Status:   Full   Time   Salaried   -   10   month   teaching   position   
Salary: DOQ   with   competitive   benefits   package   
FLSA   Category: Exempt   
Reports   to:   Children’s   House   Director   
  

School   Overview   
Lake   Country   School   believes   and   respects   young   people   of   all   ages   and   is   designed   to   support   them   in   
learning   broadly   and   deeply   about   the   world,   their   communities,   and   themselves   as   they   grow   and   
develop.   To   optimally   support   the   holistic   and   long   lasting   development   of   children   and   adolescents,   it   
practices   and   has   high   fidelity   to   the   Montessori   educational   philosophy   and   method.   The   LCS   approach   
to   education   provides   its   students   with   meaningful   experiences   that   enrich   their   lives,   build   their   intellect,   
develop   their   character,   and   give   them   the   tools   to   positively   impact   communities   for   the   rest   of   their   lives.     
  

LCS   serves   approximately   300   children   and   adolescents   ages   3-14   and   was   founded   in   1976   in   
Minneapolis.   It   has   an   urban   campus   in   south   Minneapolis   and   a   160   acre   rural   campus   in   western   
Wisconsin.   It   has   developed   into   one   of   the   national   leaders   in   Montessori   education   because   of   its   
integrity,   high   quality   teaching   faculty,   focus   on   building   community,   and   outstanding   indoor   and   outdoor   
learning   environments.    It   is   a   place   that   expects,   challenges,   and   supports   all   members   of   the   community   
to   be   learning   and   growing   in   their   knowledge   and   skills   through   deep   and   broad   learning   experiences.   
LCS   is   committed   to   identifying   areas   of   growth   for   itself   and   improving   in   order   to   meet   its   mission,   
vision,   and   values.    This   ongoing   process   of   growth   and   development   for   the   school   requires   all   members   
of   the   community   to   work   as   individuals   and   collectively   to   achieve   this   goal.   
  

One   critical   area   that   LCS   identified   it   needs   to   grow   and   develop   is   in   its   approach   to   diversity,   equity,   
and   inclusion.   LCS   has   always   valued   and   supported   diversity,   equity,   and   inclusion,   but   recently   it   has   
taken   steps   to   clearly   acknowledge   it   needs   to   actively   and   overtly   work   against   racism   and   bias   in   the   
school,   community,   and   society.   Currently,   LCS   is   in   the   process   of   building   awareness,   knowledge,   and   
skills   in   its   faculty   and   staff   in   order   to   meet   its   objectives   related   to   diversity,   equity,   and   inclusion   that   are   
inextricably   linked   to   the   school’s   mission   and   values.   LCS   is   committed   to   taking   action   each   and   every   
day   to   work   against   racism   and   bias   in   order   to   truly   be   a   peaceful   community   for   all   people.   
  

Mission   
Lake   Country   School   is   a   Montessori   learning   environment   that   fosters   independence,   critical   thinking,   
and   creativity   within   each   child.   We   are   a   community   that   promotes   diversity   and   inclusion,   as   well   as   
respect   and   responsibility   to   self,   to   others,   and   to   the   earth.   
  

Values   
Montessori   Pedagogy:     provides   a   prepared   environment   to   nurture   development   of   the   whole   child   
Love   of   Work:     meaningful   and   challenging   work   is   expected   and   respected   of   all   people   
Peaceful   Community:     create   a   peaceful,   supportive,   compassionate,   and   welcoming   community   
Stewardship:     we   strive   to   be   model   citizens   of   a   global   community   and   be   stewards   of   the   earth     



Position   Overview   
The   Children’s   House   (CH)   Guide   is   the   educational   leader   of   the   classroom   with   the   primary   
responsibility   of   creating   and   maintaining   an   authentic   Montessori   learning   environment   and   offering   
presentations   and   guidance   to   support   the   developmental   needs   of   children   according   to   Montessori   
training.   The   CH   Guide   is   also   responsible   for   communicating   and   giving   professional   guidance   to   
individual   families   regarding   their   child’s   holistic   growth   and   development,   with   regular   connections   
throughout   the   year   and   a   detailed   written   report   annually.   The   Guide   will   work   with   an   assistant   as   an   
educational   team   and   provide   direction   to   the   assistant   to   support   them   in   supporting   the   classroom.   
  

Essential   Duties   and   Responsibilities  
● Prepare   and   maintain   a   high   quality   Montessori   learning   environment   for   children   ages   3-6   years   

old   inside   the   classroom,   in   the   hallway,   and   outside   in   the   garden   area   
● Plan   presentations   for   the   children   and   keep   accurate   records   of   presentations,   classroom   

observations,   and   notes   for   conferences   
● Provide   detailed   information   about   a   child’s   overall   development   for   families   at   fall   and   spring   

conferences,   special   conferences   as   needed,   and   end   of   year   reports   
● Communicate   with   families   through   email   and   phone   calls   as   needed   throughout   the   year   
● Communicate   with   colleagues,   the   CH   Director,   and   Head   of   School   as   needed   regarding   

children   in   the   classroom   
● Support   new   families   transitioning   into   LCS   
● Help   to   plan   and   implement   all   CH   special   events   annually   (orientations,   open   houses,   etc)   
● Set   professional   goals   annually   and   plan   and   complete   annual   professional   development   that   

supports   those   goals   
● Manage   their   classrooms   consumable   budget   throughout   the   year   in   coordination   with   the   

accountant   and   submits   requests   for   their   non-consumable   budget   to   the   CH   Director   annually   
● Support   the   school   and   its   mission,   vision,   and   values   through   being   an   engaged   colleague   by   

attending   and   contributing   to   creating   a   strong   and   vibrant   school   community     
  

Required   Qualifications   
● Bachelor’s   Degree   
● Association   Montessori   Internationale   Diploma   for   3-6   year   old   children   
● Minimum   of   2   years   previous   experience   in   early   childhood   education   
● Interest   and   commitment   to   diversity,   equity,   and   inclusion   and   working   with   people   from   a   variety   

of   cultural   backgrounds   
● Effective   verbal   and   written   communication   skills   
● Ability   to   pass   background   checks   

  
Our   ideal   candidate   is   a   positive   person   who   has   a   Bachelor's   degree   and   AMI   Primary   Montessori   
Certification,   possesses   strong   communication   and   organizational   skills,   Montessori   Primary   classroom   
experience,   embraces   professional   teamwork   and   collaboration,   and   brings   a   kind   spirit   to   the   important   
work   of   building   relationships   with   students,   parents,   and   colleagues.   Art/music   abilities,   physical  
education/movement   skills   or   facility   with   Spanish   language   are   helpful   skills.   This   position   is   salaried,   
exempt,   and   benefit-eligible   (medical,   dental,   and   vision   insurance,   and   more).   Requirements   upon   hire:   
Enrollment   in   the   Office   of   Child   Care   (OCC)   Central   Background   Registry   (CBR)  
  

Additional   Characteristics   of   an   Ideal   Candidate  
● Minimum   of   3   years   experience   as   a   Montessori   Guide   at   the   Primary   Level   
● Enjoys   and   is   skilled   at   building   relationships   with   children,   families,   and   colleagues   
● Embraces   professional   teamwork   and   collaboration   with   colleagues   



● Positive   attitude,   problem   solver,   and   a   strong   work   ethic   
● Quiet   and   welcoming   manner   with   children   while   being   clear,   confident,   and   firm   when   needed   
● Experience   implmenting   anti-racist   and   anti-biased   pedagogy   in   a   Montessori   setting   
● Loves   nature   and   connecting   with   the   natural   world   
● Strong   communication   and   collaboration   skills   
● Welcomes   feedback   and   is   continually   looking   to   develop,   learn,   and   improve   professionally   
● Interested   in   hearing   and   understanding   different   and   new   perspectives   
● Experience   working   with   Google   suite   applications   
● Skilled   and   experienced   with   Transparent   Classroom   record   keeping   program     
● Humility,   a   sense   of   humor,   and   a   warm   and   nurturing   personality   

  
  

Applicants   from   diverse   backgrounds   are   encouraged   to   apply   for   all   positions   as   Lake   Country   School   is   
committed   to   its   faculty   and   staff   reflecting   the   diversity   of   the   Twin   Cities   area.   
  

Please   submit   a   letter   of   interest,   professional   resume,   and   two   professional   references   to:   
amullin@lakecountryschool.org   
  

The   review   of   application   materials   will    begin   on   May   26,   2021 .    Applications   will   be   accepted   until   a   
successful   candidate   is   selected.   
  
  
  


